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Equatorial Kelvin and Rossby Waves Evidenced in the Pacific Ocean 
Through Geosat Sea Level md Surface Current Anomalies 
C r o w  SURTROPAC, Instirut Frangoir de Recherche Scientfiue pour le D¿vclopment en CwpLration (ORSTOM). N o d ,  New Cale&& 
Almaet. Equat0ri.l Kelvin and Rosiby wave am comprehensively deanonmtcd over most of the quatoriaa 
Pacific bin, through their ~ignamnr i sa level and mal surfaœ gwrqhic  cWrent anomalies. This was 
made possible wi th  altimeter data peruining to the First year of the Gemat (Geodetic Satellite) l7day exact 
repuu &i (Novanber 8.1986. to Navaaiber 8.1987). To thin end, alcmg-trpck m ~ e d  Gemat rea level 
lnomaliu (SLAm). &ve to the time period of interest, wem f i t  mooched using nanlinur and h e a r  fílim. 
The opiginal17-d.y time step aras th d u a d  by canbming dl ascending ~d descending tracks within 10" 
Ionghdiialbmds. F a y ,  SIAS wem gridded onto a mgular grid. and 1ow-pIps filters were applied in lanitlade 
and time in onder to mroolh ollt miliraing high-frequency noire. Anomalia of mal surface geostqhic 
aumat we= ulculucd uahg the fim amd zecmd derivatives of ?he SLA meridimal gradient, off and on the 
equator, rcrpcdively. . C h  level and surface c u m 1  m d e a  am validated in the wcrtem quataid Pa&k 
' whb in situ data grchen8 bring rewn hydrognfic cruises at 165"E. and through expendable 
, b.thy&emogrsph prpd mooring mensuranam. Following their chrckldogicd o p p e a ~ c e  dong the 165% 
maidiaa, rhe mapr low-frequency S U S  mB und aurfaa cunant anomalies am described and explained in 
termo d &e equa(0ri.l wave theory. An quataid dovvlrwelling Kelvin wave, known to be the main d c  
signal d the 1986-1981 El Nao. ir gaiemted in December 1986. concomitllnt with a strong westerly wind 
1 anomaly ocarning wert of the dateline. The asmdued propagating equated SLAs c o m p d  to an elevatim 
d IS an. Wcpmht utimues of this Kelvin wave phase rpeed are obtained through time-lag codation 
mclarix d y r h  0.82 f O.% m a") and the lust q u a m  fit of &e S U  meridimd mmhlum to theorclical 
Kelvin wave h p c  @.26 f 1.02 m s-l). Boch estimates indicae lhat the Kelvin wave has the dumueristic of a 
fiest brpoctinic made. An quatorinl upwelling Kelvin wave is then h b l e  in June 1987. It is charrclerized 
by a loCm eea LevJ w, pmpgating only fmi Ihe western to the cenaal quatorial Pacific. A first 
"d mode (-1) quuaial  upwelling Roraby wave m i n g  &e pntire P d i c  hsin from March 1987 
( m m  put) DO SeQIEmber 1967 (wutcm pan) rhowr up in S U r  urd mal d a c e  current anmllies. Such a 
h r b y  wave catupads to pmpgatinp sa kvd drops which are cxuune (-12 an) at Iboclt 4" and 4% 
upwelling, it dnmatidy degeam the thpte major surface cu" (the N d  md South Equaorial 
CaMte~cumntr, and !h?h  Equatorial Current] by m amplitude similar to thkir mean annuat velocity values. 
The lust a q u a s  fit of the Rorrby wave SEA meridid amdues to its thwwtid ml fo~m cqenlly 
rugguts the dominance of the first banodinic d e  ( ~ 2 . 5 9  f0.65 m 1.3. This danhane is corrobowted by 
phue cpeed (c/2mtl) a€ &e m1 quaaial Rocsby wave. It ir suggested &at the qpIopial upwelling Rossby 
wave b m d y  due to a reflectiora of an equutorial upwelling Kelvin wave generube8 in January 1987 nur the 
dateline. Whahcp op not the overall prqwguing features am pan of rhe 1986-1987 El Neo a belmg to the 
"nomul" m a l  cycle cannot be decided in the a h c e  d longer altirmer p6. level time mies. 
. .  
latirudw. The OanrequenCM o(p m d  surfaœ geortrophic QlhRllt are very important lince, in the cllsc of the 
.II ulitnue of Ille Rsshy wave phare (1.02 f 0.37 m s-1). whish mghly m a  
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of obtaining basin-wide sea level observations over a long t h e  
period. Hence it plays a major role in quasi-real-time 
monitoring of the oceans (cf. Climate Diagnostics Bulletin, 
published by the Climate Analysis Center, National 
Meteorological Center, National Weather Service, NOAA, 
Washington, D.C.) and the past and anticipated results meet 
most of the goals expressed in cliiate-related programs such as 
the Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere (TOGA) and World 
Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) programs [cf. Srewart 
&Lefebvre. 19871. 
C h e w  and Miller 119881 demonstrate the usefulness of 
Geosat in describing the sea level variability during the 
18-month classified geodetic mission and approximately 
7-montli Exact Repeat Mission (EM). Tai et al. [ 19891 verify 
a level versus dynamic height field 
athythermograph (XBT) and island 
sea level data. Miller ee 01. [1988] detect equatorial Kelvin 
wave propagation during the 1986-1987 El Niño / Southern 
Oscillation (ENSO), and Miller and Chaney I19901 present 
results showing large-scale sea level fluctuations and changes in 
upper layer volume in the tropical Pacific during the 4-year 
period from April 1985 to Fbruary 1989. To date, there has 
derive geostrophic zonal surface 
Feòsat measurements. Picaut et al. 
[1990], through a comparison with in situ near-surface zonal 
current, show that meaningful geostrophic surface current 
estimates can be deduced from Gasat  sea level, right at the 
equator. Our present investigation complements and tries to go 
further than these Geosat tropical ocean-related studies. 
The purpose of our paper is, from the Geosat ERM data for 
the 1986-1987, ENSO period, to investigate cross-Pacific 
propagations of equatorial kelvin waves and, for the first time, 
of an equatorial Rossby wave. These propagations will be 
documented and analyzed both in terms of Geosat sea level 
anomalies (GSLA) and suqface geo&ophic zonal current 
anomalies (GZCA). We will investigate whether these 
equatorial waves have the charìxteristics of a first baroclinic 
mode via several independent phase s estimates. Namely, 
we will use time:lag correlation analys determine the mnal 
propagation. and will adjust the equatorial meridional trapping 
scale of these waves to the theoretical shapes hough  a 1 
squares fit. Tentative explanations for the origin of 
equatorial Kelvin and kossby waves are also proposed. We will 
show that wind stress anomaly forcing is consistent with Kelvin 
wave triggering, and that a f i s t  meridional mode Rossby wave 
observed all the way to the western Pacific may be the 
reflection of a Kelvin wave at the eastern Pacific coast. 
The p a p  is orgànized as fo1Iows. Ira section 2 the processing 
of altimeter data is discussed, and an evaluation of Geosat sea 
levels in the western Pacific is presented. In section 3 the 
propagations of equatorial Kelvin and Rossby waves are 
analyzed according to their sequential appearance in the western 
equatorial Pacific. The related GZCA are examnined further in 
section 4. Discussion and conclusions me presented in section 5. 
2. DATA, DATA Pmxssm~,  AND EVALUATION 
2.1. Geosat Data 
Detailed information about the Geosat mission, as well as 
m g i n h g  ,and scientific papers. can be found in a review 
xeleasd by the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Labratory 
(JHAPL) 119871. 
After 18 months of primary geodetìc mission, Geosat was 
moved to a 72" orbit inclination for the 17-day E M ,  which 
became fully operational on November 8, 1986. The ERM 
collinear ground tracks have an equatorial separation of 164 km 
(82 km with the combination of ascending arad deswdiing 
tracks). and the original 0.1-s sampling altimetric measurements 
averaged every 1-s result in a 6.8-kirn dong-back resolution. 
The data used in the present study correspond to the f i s t  22 
repeated cycles (November 8, 1986. to November 18. 1987). 
They were processed and kmdly provided to us by Chet 
Kobliiky of the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA 
GFSC). The following briefly presents the corresponding 
processing. The along-track data were ae first interpolated using 
a tenth-order Hermite inteplation algorithm. In a way similar 
to that of C k m y  et al. [1987] the albimetric sea level data were 
corrected from tides [Schwiderski. 19801, sea state bias, wet 
troposheric refraction. and sea level pressure (the last two 
corrections based on the Navy Fleet Numerical Oceanographic 
Center model output). The satellite orbit was computed by the 
Navy Astronautics Group, using Doppler Racking from three 
stations. Following the technique recammended by @heprey et 
al. [%983]. radial orbit error was removed from the mean 
collinear track detrended over 2588-km segments through the 
least squares fit quadratic function. In order to eriminate the 
mean geoid, the Final sea level data set corresponds to collinear 
deviations from the means calcuIated over at least 20 out of the 
22 original cycles. Data gaps, evident on Figure 1, are either 
due to less than 20 complete cycles or to data rejections 
resulting from standard deviation criteria over the original 0.1-s 
data [Cheney et al.. 19871. Owing to the elimination of the 
mean, the mean sea surface topography is removed, and one 
must keep in mind that all the results of the present paper axe 
relative to the average for the November 8, 1986, to November 
18, 1987, period. Therefore we will only examine sea level 
anomaly (SLA) or current anomaly in the following sections. 
2.2. Data Processing 
Although the processed GSLA we 
obtained from NASA GFSC were already corrected for all 
environmental disturbances, additional filtering in space and 
.time is required to remove remaining instrumental and/or 
%ceanic noises. Figure 2 exemplifies a 3OoS-30'N along-track 
GSLA, and clearly evidences tlie need to suppress nonphysical 
'spikes, the largest occurring in the vicinity of the Intertropical 
Convergence Zone (ITCZ). Thus the fist step of ow own 
GSLA processing is to apply a nonliiear median filter on the 
along-track data, following Picout et al.'s [1990] technique. 
These authors tested different filter lengths by comparing 
equatorial mnd surface geostrophic currents derived from 
GSEA and directly memured mats fpom equatorial 
moorings. Such comparisons constitute the most strhgent Pest, 
since, on the equator, the geostrophic currents involving the 
meridional GSLA gradient me very sensitive to small-scde 
GSLA noises. k a u t  et al. concluded that the best comparison 
is obtained when using a 400-km filter length, athough a 3 0  to 
500-km filter length did not alter their result. This choice is 
consistent with the 400 to 600-kpn along-track decorrelatim 
scale we found for GSLA data, as well as with the 300-km 
meridional decorrelation scale for therand structure obtained hl 
the tropicd Pacific ocean [White et al., 19851. In order to keep 
maximum information on meridional (72' inclimation) GSLA 
structure, we used a 300-km filter length. Figure 2 shdws the 
effects of the 300-km nonlinear filter and indicates some 
residual irregularities. which were then smoothed with a 
Sea level gridding. 
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GEOSAT tracks (Nov.86-Nov.87) 
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Fig. 1. Ground tracks of the Geosst 17-day repeat orbit over the tropical Pacific ocean. 
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Fig. 2. Centered at zero are the corrected sen level anomalies for an 
individual Geosat pers. Shifted 10 cm above is tRe same alongtrack 
series after the application of a nonlinear median fíter. The top curve is 
the processed along-trpck series after the aplication of a linear 
Hanning filter. The small-scale variability m o v e d  by the two-step 
filtering is depicted at the bottom (40-cm offset). . 
300-h linear Hanning filter [Bendat an8 Piersol, 19711. The 
fmd result of the along-track filtering is shown on Figure 2 (top 
curve). Note that prior to along-track filtering, spurious jumps 
(not shown on Figure 2) resulting from inteplation between 
the two data points surrounding a gap were avoided thraugh 
interpolation between the means computed on the two half filter 
lengths situated on each side of the gap. 
The second step of our data processing is to grid the huge 
amount OP GSLA data onto a regular spacehime grid covering 
the whole tropical Pacific ocean (2OoN-2O0S; 150°E-800W), for 
the November 8.1986, to November 20.1987. period. One goal 
of the present paper is to study equatorial Kelvin wave 
propagation. The original 17-day time step is obviously too 
coarse to quantitatively analyze such a Fast propagation. 
However, the time step can be reduced by combining all 
ascending and descending tracks over zonal bands. This yields 
a 1.5-day resolution at the equator for a 9" zonal band, but is 
variable at higher latitudes (up to 5 days poleward of 15"). 
Picaut et al. [1980] use modeled sea level data sampled along 
the 17-day repeat orbit of the Geosat ERM to conclude that a 
9"-10" longitude binning process does not seriously degrade the 
low-frequency estimation of the geostrophic flow field at the 
equator. A similar conclusion must apply for the sea level. The 
GSLA data were thus grouped in 10" zonal bands centered from 
155"E to 85"W. and ahen gridded onto 0.S-latitude and 5day  
bins using the bplacian interpolation scheme. (The region west 
of 150"E is not investigated owing to the poor coverage and 
quality of the GSEA data set). As a final processing, 3l-day and 
3O-latitude Hanning filters were applied to suppress remainimg 
small-scale variability resulting from the time/space 
combination technique. It is worth mentioning that smoothing 
on the independent 10" zonal bands was not added in order to 
clearly resolve zonal propagation of equatorial waves. 
Geostrophic curreat calculation. Low-frequency large-scale 
motions are m quasi-geostrophic balance. For the zonal 
component and with the standard notations, the mathematical 
expression for this balance is 
Given the sea surface height q relative to the geoid, the 
corresponding surface geostrophic zonal current becomes 
Off the equator, mnal surface currents are calculated from OUT 
GSLA data, gridded every 0.5" of latitude, with a fist-order 
centered Finite difFerence scheme. On the equator. ( la )  and (lb) 
are indeterminate. In order to calculate U on the equator, Jerlov 
[1953] f i s t  suggested using the second derivative of the 
meridional pressure field on an equatorial ß-plane @ßy). 
namely: 
f Y = -  p-'p Y 
f a = - g q y  (lb) 
(14 
ßu=-p- 'p  YY ( 2 4  ' 
ßa=-¿vlD I (U) 
or 
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This relation is applied with a finite second-derivative scheme 
on our GSLA data, sampled nor&, south, and at the equator. 
This semnd-derivative technique. applied to the same GSEA 
data, is adquate for es IOW-fnequency surface 
quatorial zonal canrent with le accuracy [Picaut et al., 
19901 (see section 4). Off the equator. there is general 
agreement that the f is t  derivative of the meridional pressure 
field gives a reasonable IOW-frequency zonal current estimate. 
However, presence of a meridional pressure gradient in the 
equatorial wave guide (e.g., i n d u d  by a meridional wind 
stress) adds a frictional term to the geostrophic equation 
(equation (1)). destroys the correspondirig geostrophic bdance 
[Joyce, 19883, and induces a discontinuity between the surface 
m a l  currents deduced from the first (equation (1)) md second 
(equation (2)) derivative. Toburaier [1989] and Picaut und 
Tournier [this issue] discuss this question and suggest addiig an 
equatoridly trapped correction factor C(y) to ehe meridional 
pressure field, so thut 
(3 
which mures  continuity between the currents deduced from the 
fist- and the. second- derivative calculations. This technique 
does not alter the zonal current right on the equator. It just 
smoothes out the near-equatorial current irregularities induced 
by an equatorial meridional pressure gradient. A trapping scale 
2' latitude is chosen for the present study, following Picaut 
Tournier [phis issue]. 
CCv) = GPy)ydj Y exP ("Y2L3 
2.3. Evaluation 
malies. Before using GSLA data to study sea 
level and derived surface geostrophic current variability. the 
@xIpected accuracy of these data must be assessed at different 
space and time scales. 
Several authors have already addressed this problem. Wylptki 
[19875. comparing maps of Geosae sea surface topography with 
tide-gage records at six i s k "  in the quatorial Pacific, 
c ~ ~ c l u d e s  that the sea level low-frequency behavior in well 
reflected on time scales greater thart 2 weeks, a d  intuits a good 
amparison on space scales greater thm a thousand kilometers. 
C k n q  et al [1989] address the pertinent question of Gmsnt 
data quality through analysis of altimeter observations. They 
pex"d mmparisom of Gemat dat4 both from the Geodetic 
Mision and the. ERM, with in situ measurements (14 
tide-gages. two equatorial moorings) and wind-diriven model 
results ehroughoue the Pacific. They demonstrate that alrimezric 
time series have a nns accuracy of about 4 cm. Tai et OZ. [I9891 
fund goocl agreement beetween XBTderived dynamic heights 
(fJ/slos elbar). island sea level observations, and crossover 
&ff"~ces from the Geodetic Mission. 
In the wes- tropical Pacific, several independent da& 5ets 
mailable to compute dynamic height momdies that allow 
M e r  validation of GSM. During the November 1986 to 
November 1987 petisd. sever4 mises were clurnied out in the 
vicinity of the 165% meridian: three h m  the SURTROPAC 
(Sumeillace Trm-Mamrique du Pacifique) (labeled 2 and 5 
on figure 3) and PROPPAC (Production P&lagique dms le 
Pacifique) (labeled 6 on Figure 3) proggms, two from the 
US-PRC (United States-People's Republic of China) bilaterd 
coopertative pmp" (labeled 1 md 7 on Figure 3). Elna the 
Jl3NE.X O1 (Japanese El Nio Experiment 01) (labeled 3 on 
Figure 3) and SAGA 2 (Study of Amospheric Gases and 
Amsols) (labeled 4 on Figure 3) cruises. Temperature data are 
also mailable! h m  'ATLAS aPPesrmnistor chain moorings 
- GEOSAT dala 
---- Mooring ( O1300 db 1 
a Cruises ( 01500 db 1 - XBT 
&U 
( 01300 d b 
10 
, ---- 
O 
- 10 
Fig. 3. Comparison between Geosat sea level mmdy time seria at 
2°S-165"E (solid curve), 0/3oQ dbar dynamic height momdy h e  
series obtained from an ATLAS thermistor chah mooring at 2"S-169'% 
(dashed curve), 0/5W dbar dynamic height ruroinalier derived f m  
Clll statians during seven cruises (dots), and ma~thly mean OD@ d b r  
dynamic height í"&es derived fram XBT tanpratum 
measurements at 2DS-157"E ( h ~ r i ~ ~ t t a l  bars). 
maintained by ORSTOM and PMELNOAA (Pacific Marine 
Environmental Laboratory-NOM) dong 165%. pwd from the 
TOGA ship-of-opprhuuty XBT network. 
To compare with GSLA. 0/500 dbar dynamic heights are 
computed from cruise conductivity-temperature-&@ (C"D) 
data for each station, and linearly interpolated at the closest 
half-degrees of latitude. "he seven-cruise average height is 
substracted at each half-degree of latitude to provide d p h c  
height anomalies (DHAs). To reduce short-scale varininbility md 
filter the data similarly to GSLA data. a meridional 3' HlartniPag 
Titer is dso applied to these DHAs. A l i a r  regression fit Of 
GSEAs and D H h  at each halfdegree d latitude h m  20''s to 
10°N is computed for all seven cruisese leding to a ~ I B  scatter 
of 3.8 cm a b u t  the fitted l i e .  and P correlation wfficient of 
0.71. More infomation on these results can be found in the 
Temperature &ta from XBTs obtained along the 
Noum6dapan shipping route in the 2Q0S-20'M bmd are 
monthly averaged in Km of 2' Qf latitude by 10'-15' of 
longitude. Surface dpWmic heights (06300 dbm) are then 
computed using m u a 1  mean T-S relations [ h i t u s ,  19821, md 
D H h  are obtained by removing the mean dynamic height from 
each bin. Linear regression analysis of G S M s  versus XBT 
DHAs. in each bin md for each month of the E M  paid leads 
to a m scatter of 3.7 cm, with a correlation coefficient of O.M. 
Finally, LZ h e  series of d p d c  height is dso computed 
from the ATLAS: mooring at TS-163"'. which provides the 
most complete record of the ATLAS network dong 165"E. 
After linear interpolation moss a data gap from May 2Q to July 
21. 1987, Q/'3W0-dbar DHAs me obtained from daily mean 
temperature values md an m u d  T-S relation. The ayepage for 
the period under study is removed and a 31day HP&g filter 
is applied to these DHAs. as was don: for @SEA. Chce agah a 
regression fit is performe& between @ S U S  anel ATLAS x>&% 
at TS. for each 5-day bin in the E W  period. The xqyessìon 
parmeters a: a m s  scatter of 3.0 cm, and a "elation 
coefficient of 0.80. 
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The three regression studies cited above lead to apparently 
different correlation levels, depending on the type of DHAs 
used. Also, the number of degrees of freedom in each case 
cannot be precisely indicated, because of the several filtering 
stages applied to the dala. To solve these problems, a 
normalization of correlation coefficients can be performed, 
following Sckemammcuu, [1979]. When divided by the 
"large-lag standard error", which takes into account 
autocorrelations of each series, the three normalized 
coefficients range from 2.8 to 3.0. This indicates that GSLAs 
are actually correlated at the same level with each of the three 
DHAs sets, at a significance level greater than 99%. Differences 
in raw correlations originate from the various space and time 
scales and record lengths involved in each set. 
TO illustrate these comparisons, GSLA, cruise and mooring 
DHAs at 2"S-16S0E, and XBT DHA from the bin centered at 
2OS-157"E (the closest to 165OE) are presented in Figure 3. 
Agreement between the four time series is qualitatively good, 
and the time evolution is usually well described (deviations 
below or close to rms scatters), as is the big sea level drop in 
December 1986 to January 1987, and the general trend to 
negative anomalies in May-August 1987. Important differences 
occur in April 1987. where GSLA and DHA have opposite 
signs, and in September-October 1987, where the sea level rise 
is steeper in GSLA and cruise DHA than in the mooring and 
XBT DHAs. Several causes can be invoked to explain these 
discrepancies, the first one being the different nature of 
measurements and processing: GSLAs are filtered in time and 
space, while cruise DHAs are point measurements, possibly 
aliased by high-frequency variability; mooring DHAs are 
filtered in time. but may be aliased by short spatial scale 
features; and XBT DHAs are averages of irregularly distributed 
drops. Another source of errors is the use of extraneous data to 
compute GSLA and DHA. Tropospheric water content 
corrections applied to altimeter data are derived from 
- operational models or climatology, and they may not be entirely 
valid in a period of strong modifications of atmospheric 
. variables, like the 1986-1987 ENS0 [Zimbelman and 
Busulacchi, 19901. For similar reasons, the use of a mean T-S 
relation in the computation of DHA leads to wide differences 
between in situ cruise DHA and mooring and XBT DHAs 
computed from mean T-S relations in the second half of 1987 
[Hknin. 19891. 
Geostrophic current anonaalies. Owing to the ratio llfin (1) 
and to the weakness of the ß term in (2). geostrophic currents 
are very sensitive to sea level noise close to or at the equator. 
From the preceding sections, we estimate that our GSLA have 
an error of about 4 cm, unmrrelated over 3" latitude. For such a 
decorrelation length, the finite derivative calculation on (1) and 
(2) corresponds to a maximum error in the zonal geostrophic 
current of 61 cm s'l at the equator, 19 cm s-' at 5" latitude, and 
9 cm s-' at 10" latitude. These theoretical errors have, in fact, 
the same magnitude as the surface currents in the equatorial 
. Pacific, which are known to be stronger on than off the equator 
[e.g., Wyrrki and Kilonsky, 1984; Delcroix et al., 19871. 
Pkaut et al. [1990] compared measured equatorial zonal 
current at three moorings at 165"E. 140"W. and llOoW, with 
zonal surface geostrophic current deduced from the second 
derivative equation (equation (2)) applied to the present GSLA 
data. The consistency between low-frequency observed currents 
and calculated currents was remarkably good (correlation 
coefficient over 0.8 and rms difference about 20 cm s-l), except 
at the ll0"W site. where most of the Geosat descending tracks 
are incomplete. Figure 11, adapted from Picuut et al. [1990], 
illustrates the comparison at O", 165"E. Although we used a 
slightly different technique than Picaut et al. in processing the 
original Geosat data, our Geosat-derived currents are essentially 
the same as the ones they obtained. For example, the xms 
difference between our calculated current and the low-pass 
filtered observed current at 165'E is only 25 cm s-'. It must be 
pointed out that such rms is 2-3 times smaller than our error 
estimate for the current on the equator. This difference may be 
due to an underestimate of the 3' meridional decorrelation 
scale, and/or to the systematic addition of sea level errors, both 
used in the finite difference estimation of geostrophic current 
error. Off the equator, one must similarly expect a smaller error 
in geostrophic current than the one previously estimated. 
However, in the equatorial wave guide, a meridional pressure 
gradient can destroy the geostrophic balance; at higher latitudes, 
the Ekman drift might have to be added to the geostrophic 
current in order to get a realistic surface current [Arnaulf. 
19871. Unfortunately, a direct observation of current is not 
available off the equator during our period of GSLA 
measurements, and a precise evaluation of off-equatorial zonal 
geostrophic surface current cannot be made. 
Keeping all of these restrictions in mind, it is. however, 
noteworthy that our analysis of different "sea level" data sets 
leads to comparable rms differences of the order of 4 cm, which 
c o n f i s  previous studies. In addition, surface geostrophic 
zonal current anomalies derived from Geosat appear to be 
reasonable, even on the equator, where one cm expect the 
largest inaccuracies. Hence large-scale and low-frequency sea 
level and surface current are expected to show up with the 
present processed Geosat data. 
3. SEA LEVEL VARMTIONS 
As mentioned in section 1. sea level variations observed in 
the westem equatorial Pacific will be explained in terms of 
linear theory of equatorial waves. A brief outline is first 
presented to establish the framework of our data analysis. 
In nondimensional form, the dispersion relation of the 
equatorially trapped waves is given by 
where m is the meridional mode number. The nondimensional 
frequency O and wave number k are scaled from their 
dimensional counterparts by the usual equatorial scaling, T= 
(ßc,,)"n for the time scale, and L= for the length 
scale, where c,, is the phase speed of the nth barocliinic mode 
equatorially trapped Kelvin wave. Solutions for surface 
elevation (q) and velocity (u) are expressed in terms of the 
Hermite functions 
&-kO- ' -k2=2m+l  (4) 
",,(y) = R'# (2mm!)-'n exp(-y2/2) H,(Y) (5) 
where H, is the mth Hermite polynomial. 
For the Kelvin waves, the surface elevation q and zonal 
velocity u fields are 
q = u = Y&) exp(ikx-w) 
For the long low-frequency Rossby waves (mM). they become 
q = 2-? (m+r)-'n Y,+~(Y) +m-'n ~,-~(y) 1 exp(ik-w) 
u = 23/2 [ (m+l)-'" ",,+,(y) - m-ln 
(6) 
(7) 
J exp(ikx-ot) (8) 
A representation of the meridional structures of these waves is 
given by Erik-sen [1982; Figure 31. For our contention. one 
should note that (1) at low frequency, Kelvin waves as well as 
long Rossby waves are nondispersive and have q and u in 
, 
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geostrophic balance, and (2) the phase (= group) speeds of the 
equatorial Kelvin wave ck and Rossby wave c, are related 
through the following relationship 
(9) 
Figure 4 shows the GSLAs along the 165OE longitude 9 a 
function of time and latitude. The time period, limited now to 
November 25. 1986. to November 5, 1987. is shorter than the 
period of the original data set owing to the smoothing/gridding 
procedure. The latitudes range from 20's to 260N for coherence 
with the next section, but only GSLA patches located in the 
equatorial band and whose amplitudes exceed 6-8 cm will be 
further sequentially analyzed. In support of this analysis, Figure 
5 shows the I0S-loN average wind stress anomaly (reference 
November 1986 to November 1987) obtained from the Florida 
State University (FSU) on a monthly basis and on a 2' square 
grid. A constant drag coefficient C,= l.2~lO-~ is used to convert 
to stress unit. 
In the equatorial wave guide, the fist notable GSLA patch 
(Figure 4) occurs in November-December 1986, with an 
amplitude of > 12 cm. The occumence of the maximum is not 
well defined on the GSLA time series, but complementary 
studies dealing with longer time series of crossover Geosat sea 
level, island sea level, and dynamic height suggest that the 
maximum elevation is in mid-November 1986 [Miller et ut.. 
1988; McPhaden et al.. 19901. The GSLA rise is consistent with 
the equatorial downwelling induced by a westerly wind 
anomaly located west of 17OOW (Figure 5). Miller et al. [1988] 
concluded that wind variations induce a downwelling equatorial 
Kelvin wave that propagates at a 2.4 m s-l mean phase speed 
between 170°E and 98OW. With the present GSLA data set, 
Figure 6 demonstrates such an equatorial eastward propagation 
cr = C& I (2m+l), 
from the dateline to the eastern Pacific coast. A mean phase 
speed ck = 2.26 i 1.04 m s-l (the second number is one standard 
deviation) was estimated by a time-lag comelation matrix 
analysis pedormed for the November 1986 to January 1987 
period, every loo longitude and east of the dateline in order to 
avoid most of the expected local wind forcing. "his phase speed 
estimate suggests that an equatorial Kelvin wave solution (see 
equation (6)) may best fit the meridional (y) structures of the 
GSLA, i.e., the ones corresponding to the downwelling Kelvin 
wave. Using the least squares technique, we f ie  the positive 
GSLA meridional structures to the function 
q(Y) = t l p d  -ßYZ/ 1 (10) 
at the dates of maximum equatorial GSLA associated with the 
passage of the wave, every 10' zonal grid and east of the 
dateline (cf. Table 1). Allowing both qo and c to vary. the best 
fits, presented in Figure 7 at different longitudes, yield 
well-defmed and unique (qq c) couples, with a mean phase 
speed of cp = 2.82 f 0.96 m 8. Both phase speed estimates (ck 
and cr) are in good agreement with the results OP the linear 
theory based on observed Brunt-Viiislllfl frequency profiles and 
vertical mode decomposition. Specific estimations for the fxst 
baroclic mode (-1) phase speed range from 2.91 m s-* near 
the dateline [Eriken, 19821.2.46 m s-l near 150OW [RotMein, 
19841, to 2.10 m s-l near llOoW [Huyes ond HuIperq19841. 
From Levifu' [1982] climatological data, the n=l equatorial 
Kelvin wave phase speed ranges from 2.60 to 1.90 m 
between the dateline and the eastem coast, with a 2.25 m s-l 
mean zonal value [Somburdier. 19891. Our phase speed 
estimates. together with the shape of the GSLA meridional 
structure, thus convincingly suggest that the 
November-December 1986 downwelling equatorial Kelvin 
165E ; Sea Level Anomalies (cm) 
20" 
20'5 1 
N ' D I J '  F ' M ' A ' , M  ' J ' J ' A ' S ' O ' N  
1986 1987 
Fig. 4. Georrt su level mornllier i s  8 function of time i d  latitude, dong the 165- longitude. Contour htervals a n  2 cm. ?he O 
and 2-cm umtom in dropped for clarity. 
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Fig. 6. Gcosat au level anandies along the qurtor, as a function of lime and longitude. Contour intervals atc 2 cm. The O and 2- 
contoun a n  dropped for clarity. 
wave has the characteristics of a fwst baroc l ic  mode (n=l). patch is worth reporting because it corresponds to a -50 an s-* 
The second notable GSLA patch (Figure 4) occurs in zonal surface geostrophic current anomaly to be detailed in 
March-April 1987. At that time, the less than -6 cm equatorial section 4. 
GSLA decrease could be related to the easterly wind stress 
anomaly centered near 170'E. Despite its relative weakness and early June 1987. reaches an extremum of less than -8 an and 
short duration in comparison with the precediig anomaly. this stops at the beginning of July 1987. Figure 5 suggests that it is 
The third notable equatorial GSLA patch (Figure 4) starts in ' 
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TABLE 1. Dates of Peak Sea Level at Various Longitudes Along the 
Equator Associated With the Downwelling Equatorial 
Kelvin Wave, i s  Shown in Figure 6 
Longitude, Phase s p d ,  
"W Date m s-1 
175 Dec. 21,1986 1.55 
165 Dec. 21.1986 3.00 
155 Dec. 26,1986 3.77 
145 Dec. 21.1986 3.96 
135 Jan. 10,1986 2.24 
125 Jan. 15.1987 3.74 
115 Jan. 15.1987 3.40 
105 Jan. 25,1987 2.09 
95 Jan. 25.1987 1.62 
The third column gives the phase sped estimated from least 
squares fits of the positive Geosat sep levd mendiond structllres to 
theoretical downwelling Kelvin wave shape, i s  plotted in Figure 7. 
Mean and standard deviation are 2.82 f 0.96 m &. 
15 
1 1  O 
- 5  
-5  
-5 .i 
-5  O] 
-10 VJ -10 o BL-A 10 20 -10 o 10 20 
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Fig. 7. Least squares fits of the positive downwelling Geosat sea level 
anomalies (in centimeters; solid curves) to the theoretical meridional 
structures (dashed curves) of an equatorial downwelling Kelvin wave 
(cf. equation (lo)), at different longitudes (175O-95OW). and at the times 
repotted in Table 1. 
most likely related to the change in the wind-stress anomaly, 
from westerly to easterly, which occurs in early June 1987 near 
170°E [see McPMen et al., 19901. This wind-stress change 
apparently induces an upwelling equatorial Kelvin wave (Figure 
6) which propagates eastward to about 150OW. Since the wave 
propagation is clear only '2Oo-3Oo east of the possible forcing 
area, an estimate of its phase speed through time-lag correlation 
matrix analysis on the loo zonal grid would be too imprecise to 
be conclusive. However. the negative parts of the GSLA 
meridional structures sampled on the dates of extremum GSLA 
are consistent with the shape of a f i s t  baroclic mode 
upwelling equatorial Kelvin wave traveling at the previously 
estimated mean phase speed ck= 2.26 m SI. East of 1SO"W. the 
Kelvin wave becomes poorly defined in the GSLA data. An 
attenuation of the Kelvin wave east of 140'W was also reported 
in an analysis of island sea level and surface dynamic heights 
recorded along the equator in May-June 1986 [Mephaden et al. 
19881. These authors concluded that local wind-forced 
variability probably interferes with the remotely forced signal 
and masks the arrival of the pulse. Indeed, Figure 5 suggests 
that the local equatorial wind stress which is propitious to a 
downwelling near 15OOW. may mask the sea level signature of 
the Kelvin wave. 
After the June 1987 equatorial patch, Figure 4 shows a less 
than -10 cm GSLA drop in July 1987. followed by a less than 
-12 cm drop in late August 1987, both at 4"N latitude. These 
two patches are symmetrical about an equatorial m i n i "  to a 
less than -10 cm drop occurring in August 1987 at 4"s. As 
depicted in Figures 8a and 86, these 4ON and 4"s extremes not 
only occur at 16S0E longitude, but also appear all across the 
Pacific ocean, propagating westward from the eastem part-of 
the basin. A mean phase speed cr = 1.02 f 0.37 m was 
estimated through time-lag correlation matrix analysis over 
165"E-1ZoW, at 4"N and 4's. and from mid-April to 
mid-October 1987. The Pacific-wide occurrence of the 4ON and 
4"s extremes (Figures 8a and 8b) together with their marked 
symmetry about the equator (Figure 9). clearly suggest the 
existence of a single fiist meridional mode (m=l) equatorial 
Rossby wave. Hence the erphase speed is in agreement with the 
previous finding regarding the fust baroclinic mode, because 
the linear theory of waves (equation (9)) predicts that the m=l 
equatorial Rossby wave propagates at cJ3, i.e.. between 0.75 
and 0.94 m or cr = 2.82 m s-l. In 
addition, we fit the negative part of the GSLA meridional 
structures to the m-1 upwelling Rossby wave solution (see 
equation 7) 
(11) 
at the mean dates of estimated 4ON and 4"s extremes, every 10" 
zonal grid and over 165OE-95OW (cf. Table 2). Once again, the 
best fits (Figure 9) were all obtained for unique (q,,, c) couples, 
yielding a mean phase speed of 2.59 f 0.65 m s-l (or 2.43 f 0.36 
m 5-I if the incomplete 155OE meridional structure is ignored). 
Such a phase speed is representative of a f i s t  baroclic mode 
(-1) Kelvin wave. The two independent e sha te s  of the 
Rossby phase speed (2.59 f 0.65)/3 and 1.02 f 0.37 m sel 
quantitatively agree within their given error limits. Assuming 
that the linear wave theory on an equatorial ß plane is the 
proper physics, the GSLA meridional structure, together with 
the estimated phase speeds, are thus in excellent agreement with 
a n=l and m=l equatorial Rossby wave. An interesting question 
remaining is the origin of the n=l and m=l Rossby wave. This 
will be dealt with in section 5, after the analysis of surface 
current variations presented in section 4. 
Figure 4 shows that the last detected nearquatorial GSLA 
patches occur in October-November 1987. Once again, the two 
GSLA uplifts greater than 8 a, symmetrical about an 
equatorial minimum, suggest a n=l and m=l downwelliig 
equatorial Rossby wave. This is to some extent corroborated by 
Figure 8, which indicates that these patches might originate 
from the eastern Pacific at a mean Rossby wave phase speed 
similar to the one previously estimated. However, the relevant 
GSLA data were too noisy and the signal too weak to be 
conclusive. 
when using c, = 2.26 m 
tl(Y)=q,2 -3/2 K u4( 10 + ßyz/c) exp( +yZ/ 2c 
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4. SURFJACE CURRENT VARIATIONS 
In the previous section we focused on the major GSLA 
equatorial patches along 165OE and showed that they could be 
interpreted as equatorial Kelvin and Rossby waves. In a similar 
manner, we now present the corresponding Geosat geostrophic 
zonal current anomalies. Despite the fact that the geostrophic 
anomalies are only deduced from meridional derivatives 
(equations (1) and (2)) of GSLA patches, the following 
I 
representations and analyses can usefully complement the 
previous chapter. Once again. the reader must keep in mind that 
the GZCA are relative to their means over the November 1986 
to November 1987 period. An estimate of these means at the 
equator has been deduced from the observed currents by P i c a t  
et al. [1990]. At 165OE. 14OoW, and 1lO"W. they are 19, -13. 
and -16 cm 8, respectively. Despite the EI Niiio condition. it ' 
appears that these relatively low means are rather close to 
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LATITUOE LATITUDE 
Fig. 9. Least squares fits of the negative upwelling Geosat sea level 
anomalies (in centimeters; solid curves) to the theoretical meridional 
structures (dashed curves) of an equatorial upwelling Rossby wave (cf. 
equation (Il)) ,  at different longitudes (155"E-950W), and at the times 
reported in Table 2. 
TABLE 2. Dates of Mean 4ON-4"S Peak Ses Level at Various 
Longitudes Associated With the Upwelling Equatorid 
Rossby Wave as Shown in Figures 8a and 8b 
17.5, and 3 cm s-l at 0". 5"N, 1OoN, and 15"N, respectively. In 
turn, such a meridional distribution raises doubt about the 
significance of our calculated currents, owing to its similarity to 
the theoretical errors we described in the calculation technique. 
As shown in Figure 11 and detailed in section 2.3, direct 
comparisons between Geosat-derived and measured currents 
give a mean rms difference of 25 cm s-l at the equator, a value 
which is half the theoretical error and, more importantly, 2-3 
times smaller than the signals we analyzed. Off the equator, 
there is no way to get a precise estimate of GZCA error, but it is 
very probably smaller than the uncertainty on the equator. We 
therefore believe that the main GZCA signals depicted on 
Figure 10 are significant. 
With the ratio llfin (1). the equatorial trapping of the GZCA 
Kelvin waves turns out to be more apparent in Figure 10 than 
with the sea level anomalies in Figure 4. The downwelling 
Kelvin wave, generated in November-December 1986, has a 
surface eastward current signature with a maximum of 50 cm s-l 
right at the equator. The second aforementioned GSLA patch in 
March-April 1987 shows up in GZCA as a westward surface 
flow anomaly as large as -50 cm s-*. There is no strong current 
associated with the upwelling equatorial Kelvin wave 
evidenced in GSLA in June-July 1987. The combination of 
local wind forcing (cf. Figure 5) andor incoming equatorial 
Rossby wave (Figure 9). which, as seen below, has a current 
signature maximum at the equator, might blur this last 
. 
Longitude 
Dates Phase speed 
(1987) (m s-1) 
155"E 
165"E 
175"E 
175"W 
165'W 
155OW 
145OW 
135"W 
125"W 
115"W 
105"W 
95"W 
Sept. 3 
Aug. 29 
Aug. 24 
July 20 
July 10 
June 10 
May 21 
May 16 
May 11 
May 6 
April 25 
March 3 1 
4.32 
2.44 
2.30 
2.32 
2.85 
2.34 
3.23 
2.25 
2.02 
2.72 
2.27 
2.00 
The third column gives the phase speed estimated from least squares 
fit3 of the negative Gcosat sea level meridional structures to theoretid 
upwelling Rossby wave shape. as plotted in Figure 9. M a n  and 
standard deviation am 2.59 f 0.65 m dl. 
normal, except at 165"E, where they are more eastward 
[Delcroix et al.. 1987; McPhaden and Taft. 19881. 
Figure 10 represents GZCA, along the 165"E longitude, as a 
function of time and latitude. As expected, it shows that the 
strongest surface current variations are located in the equatorial 
wave guide, the standard deviations of the currents beiig 44, 
phenomenon. 
Contrary to the case of an equatorid Kelvin wave, the 
theoretical shape of zonal currents associated with an equatorial 
Rossby wave (Figure 12) is very different from its sea level 
representation (Figure 8). It appears as a strong, equatorially 
trapped current flanked on the northern and southem sides by 
two opposite currents of smaller amplitude. In Figure 10, and 
along 165"E. such a current structure shows up in 
July-September 1987 from the aforementioned GSLA equatorial 
Rossby wave. At the equator there flows an eastward anomaly 
of up to 60 cm s-', surrounded by two westward current 
anomalies down to -20 cm s-l. "hiis equatorial Rossby wave 
current structure is more evident in the central and eastem 
Pacific. For example, at 145"W (Figure 12). a least squares fit 
of the meridional current structure to the function 
corresponds to a phase speed of 2.75 m s-l. in agreement with 
our previous results. The equatorial Rossby wave GZCA 
propagates westward but, in contrast with the GSLA structure, 
it is not clearly defined over the whole tropical Pacific basin. 
Figure 13 illustrates the time/space sequence when the Rossby 
wave is the most evident in the surface current structure. The 
equatorially trapped current anomaly (50 to 80 cm maxima), 
accompanied by the northem and southem westward current 
anomalies (-20 to -40 cm s-l maxima), propagate between April 
15 to June 1 from the eastem to the central tropical Pacific at a 
mean phase speed of about 0.75 xn 8. This propagating current 
structure disappears and reappears near 165'E in July-August 
(Figure 10). Between 150"W and the dateline. the equatorial 
Rossby wave GZCA may be masked by other equatorial 
phenomena (Figure 6) or imprecise Geosat data between 15O0W 
and the dateline (Figure 1). 
Two conclusions can be drown from the last sections. First, 
the GZCA structure associated with the equatorial Rossby wave 
not only influences the currents within the equatorial wave 
guide (as with Kelvin waves), but also affects most of the 
h 
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Fig. 10. Zonal surface geostrophic current anomalies as a function of 
time and latitude, along the 165"E longitude. Contour intervals are 10 
cm s-l. The O contour is dropped for clarity. 
surface equatorial currents. Figure 13 clearly indicates that the 
North Equatorial Countercurrent (NECC) and South Equatorial 
Countercurrent (SECC) are strongly affected by the passage of 
the first vertical. first meridional mode equatorial Rossby wave. 
Second, and unlike the GSLA Rossby wave structure which is 
obvious only west of 100°W (Figure 9). it seems that the 
corresponding GZCA structure emanates from the South 
American coast (cf. first panel of Figure 13). 
5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
In this paper, specific additional processing of the corrected 
Geosat sea level data enables us to demonstrate that the major 
large-scale low-frequency changes of sea level and zonal 
geostrophic surface current anomalies can be explained by the 
linear theory of equatoGal waves. In particular, the downwelliig 
equatorial Kelvin wave generated in the westem Pacific in 
December 1986 is carefully analyzed, since it is the dominant 
oceanic signal of the 1986-1987 El Niño. A time-lag correlation 
matrix analysis and an estimate of the equatorial trapping scale 
independently indicate that this equatorial wave has the 
characteristic of a f i s t  baroclinic mode. Moreover. our study 
provides, for the first time, comprehensive evidence of a first 
meridional first baroclinic equatorial Rossby wave whose sea 
level and surface current anomaly signatures clearly propagate 
over most of the equatorial Pacific basin. 
The equatorial waves were unambiguously identified by their 
phase propagation and meridional structures. It is now 
opportune to discuss and suggest tentative explanations for the 
generation of the waves. 
With regard to the equatorial Kelvin waves, we 
systematically noticed the good time agreement between their 
appearance and the existence of notable zonal wind stress 
anomalies. In other words, we suggested that the wind change 
might be the local generating mechanism. Our argument is 
based on analysis of limited available data, and is thus subject 
to a minimum of caution. First, detailed examination of Figures 
5 and 6 reveals specific wind events that do not result in 
observable waves. Second, an equatorial Kelvin wave could 
also be generated remotely in response to the incidence of an 
off-equatorial Rossby wave upon the coast of Asia [White et al.. 
1985, 1987; Pazun et al.. 19861. The limited 1-year period of 
available Geosat data, the poor density of the data for the far 
westem Pacific, and the fact that wind stress values are only 
available on a monthly basis clearly prevent us from being 
categorical about the connection between wind stress anomaly 
and generation of Kelvin waves. 
The mechanism responsible for the upwelling equatorial 
Rossby wave also remains to be elucidated. The following 
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Fig. 12. Last squares fit of the Geout-derivcd mal surface 
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I 
paragraph presents information su gesting that the Rossby wave 
is most probably caused by the reflection of an upwelling 
equatorial Kelvin wave at the eastem Pacific boundary. 
Figure 6 shows an upwelling equatorial Kelvin wave (8- to 
locm sea level drop) crossing the entire Pacific basin from 
near the dateline in January-February 1987 to the eastern coast 
by the end of March 1987. Once again. the origin of this Kelvin 
wave is consistent with the occurrence OP an easterly wind stress 
anomaly patch. Time-lag correlation matrix analysis, together 
with the meridional trapping scale study. c o n f i  that this wave 
has the characteristics of a fist  bnroclic mode. Owing to the 
good agreement in time at the eastern boundary, Figures 6. $a, 
and 86 suggest that the equatorial upwellig Kelvin wave could 
reflect as an equatorial upwelling Rossby wave, though the 
weakness of the associated sea level structures at the eastem 
boundary prohibits any f i  conclusion. However. starting from 
the end of March 1987 and 
speed of the Rossby w ), a reflect& Rossby 
wave would cross the around September 1, 
1987, i.e.. in good agreement w 
Furthermore, Figure 13 &es 
Rossby wave signature at th simultaneously with 
the arrival of the Kelvin wave. Therefore the equatorial 
upwelling Wossby wave appears to be the result of the reflection 
of the equatorial upwelling Kelvin wave. h this context, it is 
surprising to notice that the December 1986 quatorial 
downwellig Kelvin wave (Figure 6) does not induce a reflected 
Rossby wave (Figure 8). A f i t  baroclinic l i e a r  model was 
f 
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thus used to assess the feasibility of the downwelling and 
upwelling Rossby. wave reflections (Y. duPenhoat, personal 
communication, 1989). 
On one hand, when the model is forced with the FSU wind 
stress anomaly, the downwelling (December 1986) and 
upwelling (January-February 1987) equatorial Kelvin waves are 
obvious. A downwelling Rossby wave does not show up. in 
contrast with an upwelling Rossby wave that clearly reflects at 
the eastern Pacific coast. The propagations of these simulated 
equatorial waves are thus in excellent agreement with the ones 
deduced from the Geosat sea level data. 
On the other hand, when the model is forced with the same 
wind stress anomaly but excluding the contribution of the 
locally forced Rossby wave, the downwelling and upwelling 
Kelvin waves still appear but with a different future after they 
reach the eastern Pacific coast. Indeed, a downwelling Rossby 
wave shows up, whereas the upwelling Rossby wave is still 
present but reduced in sea level amplitude. These features 
suggest that in the eastem part of the basin the local response of 
the wind does weaken the reflected downwelling Rossby wave, 
but it enhances the reflected upwelling Rossby wave. As far as 
the model output can be trusted, the contribution of the local 
wind is responsible for the absence of a reflected downwelling 
Rossby wave. 
Another question raised by our study is whether the detected 
equatorial Kelvin and Rossby waves belong to the 1986-1987 El 
Niiio or are parts of the "normal" seasonal cycle. This 
distinction is essential, since we showed that these equatorial 
waves strongly affect the three main surface currents (NECC. 
South Equatorial Current (SEC), SECC), therefore changing the 
redistribution of mass and heat over the equatorial basin. Once 
again, a linear model (Y. duPenhoat, personal communication, 
1989) was used to answer this question in the absence of several 
years of Geosat ERM sea level time series. A mean seasonal 
cycle of simulated sea level was obtained from the linear model 
forced with the climatological FSU wind stress (mean over the 
1961-1988 period). Interestingly, the structure and timing of 
features associated with what we observed during the 
1986-1987 El Niiio. In other words, the 1986-1987 downwelling 
and upwelling equatorial Kelvin waves, together with the 
reflected upwelling equatorial Rossby wave. could be part of 
the normal seasonal cycle. In this case, the anomalous surface 
currents associated with these equatorial waves would be able 
to seasonally modify the sea surface temperature field through 
advective processes [cf. Harrison and Schopf. 19841. Clearly, 
the role of the observed surface current anomalies. in creating 
or not creating an El Niiio situation, deserves investigation. 
Forthcoming improvement of altimeter sea level accuracy 
and increasing length of sea level time series will enable us to 
refine our conclusions. In this context and in view of the results 
already obtained with Geosat, the future TOPEX/POSEIDON 
mission, which will provide an unprecedented high-quality sea 
level coverage, is likely to contribute greatly to our 
understanding of the physics governing the low-frequency 
variability of the equatorial oceans. 
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